Getting pay

right
Surveys, reports, and tools to
help you make pay decisions
with confidence.

Getting pay right

is the

foundational element for attracting, retaining, and
motivating the right talent. As the business climate
continues to evolve and organizations adapt to a new
normal, having quality benchmarking data is more
important than ever. Whether you are evaluating
market competitiveness, adjusting budgets, trying
to reduce turnover, or identifying pay inequities and
concerns, Mercer salary surveys, reports, and insights
can help.

Have a look at some of our
most popular products.
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MiniGuide

General
Industry
General industry
products provide
data for roles and
responsibilities found
in most organizations.
Using general
industry data allows
you to compare your
company's pay to the
general market as well
as to other companies
similar in size, revenue,
or location.
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Popular Products
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US MBD: Mercer Benchmark Database
This premier database, representing a broad range of industries, provides critical insights
on how much to pay your employees across skill levels and career streams in order to
ensure market competitiveness. Data includes base salary, incentives, and total direct
compensation for over 6,000 positions. Survey results can be broken down by industry,
revenue, organization size, and location.
Get data for only the job families that you need or purchase the full suite and get robust
data to benchmark your organization from top to bottom.

Modules

Positions Published

Mercer Benchmark Database
Executive

Starting Price USD

6,002		

$10,600

1051		$5,500

Corporate Services and HR

992		$1,625

Engineering and Design

887		$2,475

Finance, Accounting, and Legal

1,128		$1,625

Mercer/Gartner Information Technology

1,213		 $2,475

Logistics and Supply Chain

526		$1,625

Manufacturing and Operations

581		$1,625

Sales, Marketing, and Communications

992		$2,475

Metropolitan Benchmark*

*Regional cut

3,333		$1,200

General Industry Surveys

Hourly Pay Tool
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starting at $7,000

General Industry Surveys

Short-term Incentive Report
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starting at $3,200

Determining the right pay for your hourly positions can be a challenge. The Hourly Pay Tool
gives you access to a whole library of hourly jobs from multiple industry surveys so that you
can be as specific or as broad as you need. Easily get access to the following compensation
elements: hourly rate, short-term incentives including actual, eligibility & receivership, shortterm incentive target as a percent of base pay, and total cash – actual and target.

Many employers have made, or are making, the shift to rewarding for performance using
incentives or bonuses, rather than merit increases to base pay. With this report, benchmark
key insights beyond base pay including STI targets, STI as percent of base salary, total cash
compensation, and more.

MarketPricer

New Graduate Pay and Generation Z

starting at $200

Whether you’re hiring for a new role or a new location, get instant access to salary
benchmarking data with Mercer’s self-service, job pricing tool. With over 6,000 positions
across 97 countries, ensure your employees’ salaries are always market competitive with
MarketPricer.

Geographic Salary Differential Tool

starting at $350

The Geographic Salary Differential Tool makes it easy to understand pay differences across
multiple cities at one time using a base salary and location. You can easily market price jobs
across multiple locations to understand cost of labor variances and budget implications
whether you are expanding, moving operations, or considering remote hires.

Compensation Survey

starting at $750

If you’re hiring new graduates or trying to figure out perks that Gen - Z find most valuable,
the New Graduate and Generation Z Compensation Survey helps you make strategic pay
and perks decisions with regards to young talent. Gain insight into top recruitment and
compensation trends including intern pay rates, tuition reimbursements, and annual
starting salaries.

MiniGuide

Industry
Surveys
Industry surveys
provide data
representing
companies within an
industry and include
jobs, or variations of
jobs, unique to that
industry. This niche
data set enables more
specific job matching
and allows you to
evaluate pay for roles
that require industry
experience.
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Industry Surveys

Financial Services
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starting at $1,750

With the increase of mobile banking and artificial intelligence, the financial services
industry continues to evolve. The US FSS: Financial Services Suite features seven survey
modules giving you the insights you need to develop a competitive compensation strategy.
The suite includes data on base pay, sales incentives, organization data, and more.
Purchase the suite or the module that best fits your business.

Retail

starting at $2,400

See where your salaries stack up against the competition with survey data for over 925
jobs across numerous position families, including central administration, distribution,
e-commerce, and finance/accounting. Get the data that you need. This survey offers the
following cuts: Apparel Manufacturing, Restaurant, and Supermarket.

Healthcare

starting at $1,100

This survey delivers the compensation data you need to evaluate your healthcare salaries
from top to bottom. Purchase the whole suite or modules most important to you, including
but not limited to: Healthcare System Executives, Physician Practices/Outpatient Facilities,
and Senior Living/Long-term Care Facilities.

High Tech

starting at $7,500

The Mercer | Comptryx tool is a powerful benchmarking solution for technology-focused
companies. Gain an understanding of how your workforce compensation practices,
structure, and composition compare to the market, and more importantly, if they align to
your strategic objectives. The Comptryx database allows you to analyze your workforce on
demand with insights across key demographics, including age, experience, gender, and
ethnicity as well as metrics on job function, location and job level.

Energy

starting at $1,350

Shifting workforce demographics and the drop in oil prices has created a new set of
challenges for HR. Understanding what jobs are critical, new skills needed, and attracting
and retaining the employees capable of filling them is more important than ever. The US
Total Compensation Survey for the Energy Sector analyzes data across numerous industry
segments such as drilling, exploration and production, pipeline transmission, and more.
Use this survey to help you design a competitive compensation strategy that allows you to
secure the employees you need.

Don’t see your industry listed here? We can still help.
View a complete listing of industry solutions.

MiniGuide

Reports &
insights
From overtime
policies to salary
increase budgets
to sign-on bonus
requirements for
hot jobs, managing
all aspects of the
HR function is
only getting more
complex. With
Mercer’s reports and
insights, spend less
time searching for the
information you need
and more time using
the data to make
decisions.
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Reports & Insights

Compensation Planning
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results are free with participation

Keep up to date on salary budgeting trends with quick answers that meet your immediate
compensation planning needs. This complimentary survey provides data on projected and
actual salary budgeting movements. Results are free when you participate in the survey.

Compensation Policies
and Practices

starting at $350

When creating a compensation strategy, it’s important to look at your organization from
a high level to determine overall shifts taking place in the workplace and to see how your
compensation policies compare to your immediate competitors beyond base pay. The
Compensation Policies & Practices Survey provides that critical, but often elusive, policy
data on some of the most sought after topics, including: Car policies, Maternity and
parental leave, Paid time off (PTO), On-call pay and more.

Turnover Survey

starting at $250

Understanding how your turnover statistics compare to the market and proactively
planning your retention strategy is foundational to success. The Mercer Turnover Survey
gives you data on voluntary turnover, involuntary turnover, and retirement rates allowing
you to compare your organization against labor market competitors.

Mercer/Gartner
IT Jobs and Skills Survey

starting at $1,500

Understanding the tech jobs and associated skills that are in high demand is key to
recruiting top talent. Get the data you need on hard-to-recruit skills, pay premiums, signon and retention bonuses, and more to make informed hiring decisions that support the
demands of your IT organization with the Mercer/Gartner IT Jobs & Skills survey.

Talent All Access® Portal – US Edition

starting at $5,000

Whether you need pay or benefits data, policy insights, or something different altogether,
the Talent All Access® Portal – US Edition keeps all of Mercer’s top-selling reports right at
your fingertips for whenever you need them. Get access to 20+ reports for up to 5 users
with a 12-month subscription.
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Going
beyond
pay
We offer a wide range
of products and
services to help
you make informed
decisions for your
organization
and your people.
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Going Beyond Pay

Employee Relocations
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starting at $750

Having a relocation program – global or domestic – allows you to get the talent you need
where you need it. Whether your mobility program is to help with finding hard-to-recruit
talent, filling skills gaps, or developing employees within your company, having the right
policies and data is essential for a competitive yet cost-effective program. A successful
mobility program needs to work well for both the employee and the company – we can
help you do just that.

Employee Engagement

starting at $2,500

Getting the best out of your brightest employees is simple. Research shows that highly
engaged employees can have a significant positive impact on business performance.
Offering a suite of engagement tools and services, let us help you ensure you are asking
the right questions, at the right time, to get the actionable insights you need to build a
better workforce.

Outplacement Services

starting at $5,000

Separations are a natural part of the employee lifecycle. Mercer makes sure you have the
outplacement information you need to not only help the employees you have to let go but
to protect your brand reputation, too. This 100% virtual platform provides job transition
guides, LinkedIn profile setup support and guidance, job matching integrated with social
media, video interview preparation, networking resources, and more!

Flexible Working Policies
and Practices Survey

starting at $1,000

As flexible work becomes a mainstay for organizations, understanding the flexible work
environment and what flexibility looks like for your employee long-term is key. The Flexible
Working Policies & Practices Survey gives you insight into what your competitors are doing
and how your approach compares, so you can identify short-term flexibility decisions vs. a
long-term plan.

Mercer Participation

Why Mercer?
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Gain confidence and peace of
mind when making employee
decisions using input from one of
the largest sources of employerreported data.Our products
span the globe and cross most
industries, providing you with
robust, relevant data to manage
your workforce decisions.

Don’t see what you’re looking for or need data globally?
Reach out to one of our client service professionals
to learn more about our offerings and available pricing
options.
844-462-8480 surveys@mercer.com

